
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Slalom Entry Need a way to handle a situation where the 
boat path data was applied to the wrong 
pass or wrong skier

Added import report for boat path 
and boat times with the ability to 
modify the skier member id, round, 
and pass to update the information 
to match to the proper skier

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Jump Entry Need a way to handle a situation where the 
boat path data was applied to the wrong 
pass or wrong skier

Added import report for boat path 
and boat times with the ability to 
modify the skier member id, round, 
and pass to update the information 
to match to the proper skier

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Registration Add check for IWWF license for skiers in 
class L and R.  This check should also cover 
OLR imports

Functionality added to validate.  

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Running Order Check for IWWF license for skiers in class L 
and R when class is being updated

Functionality added to validate.  

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Slalom Entry Check for IWWF license for skiers in class L 
and R when class is being updated

Functionality added to validate.  

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Trick Entry Check for IWWF license for skiers in class L 
and R when class is being updated

Functionality added to validate.  

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Jump Entry Check for IWWF license for skiers in class L 
and R when class is being updated

Functionality added to validate.  

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Slalom Summary Update tie breaker rule for slalom to 
eliminate the speed and rope length as a tie 
breaker criteria

Removed use of speed and line 
length in determining tie breaker

Closed M 7.0.1.8 WaterskiConnect Add reports to view the boat path data that 
has been receieved

Added
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Closed M 7.0.1.8 WaterskiConnect Add reports to view the boat times data that 
has been receieved

Added

Closed M 7.0.1.8 WaterskiConnect Add reports to view the jump measurements 
that has been receieved

Added

Closed M 7.0.1.8 Jump Entry Consider options for handling the situation 
when more than one driver is assigned to a 
group when WaterskiConnect is active

Added

Closed M 7.0.1.8 Slalom Entry Need a way to handle the scenario when the 
scorer didn't have the same skier selected 
that was used by SurePath

Added import report for boat path 
and boat times with the ability to 
modify the skier member id, round, 
and pass to update the information 
to match to the proper skier

Closed M 7.0.1.8 Jump Entry Need a way to handle the scenario when the 
scorer didn't have the same skier selected 
that was used by SurePath

Added import report for boat path 
and boat times with the ability to 
modify the skier member id, round, 
and pass to update the information 
to match to the proper skier

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Import Need to update class defaults for regional 
and nationals

Updated

Closed M 7.0.1.8 Nops Calculator Not working for B/G3 and 4 It will only work for 2020 and 2021
Closed H 7.0.1.8 Slalom Entry If the skier opts up for a particular pass the 

updated pass data is not being sent to 
SurePath

When the opt up button is used the 
pass data is resent to SurePath

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Registration When a skier is added to a L/R event need 
to update IWWF if skier elects to ski L/R

Added license check to all places 
where skiers are added to event or 
a class can be changed

Closed H 7.0.1.8 Boat Path Report All deviations are showing when the score is 
less than 6.

Only the relevant deviations should 
be shown based on the skier's 
score.  This issue has been fixed.
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Closed H 7.0.1.8 Master Scorebook Skier skied as M4 in round 1 and MM in 
round 2 and 3.  Skier is showing 3 M4 
scores in the Master Scorebook and 2 
scores for MM.  This is true in the WSP file 
as well

Found an issue with some 
functionality used to pull elite skier 
scores to age group to be used for 
overall scores.  These scores were 
being inadvertently part of an 
overall score even thou the 
tournament was running sllalom 
only.  Fixed the issue to prevent the 
scores from being pulled down in 
this scenario
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